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Charlie’s U-Pik-Lucedale
2 rows sunflowers
10 rows Yellow Squash (later)
3 rows Yellow Squash
3 rows Zucchini
3 rows Yellow squash
4 rows Yellow Squash/ Flat pole beans
2 rows Yellow Squash/ Running butterbeans
3 rows Zucchini/ Lima Beans
3 rows Zucchini/ Running Butterbeans
1 row Zucchini/ Red Pole Beans
2 rows Zucchini/ Pole Beans
3 rows specialty squash/ flat pole beans
6 rows yellow squash / Christmas limas
3 rows yellow squash/ red noodle beans
3 rows yellow squash/ green noodle beans
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36 rows yellow squash (later)

9 rows crowders

Ditch

23 rows Red Diamond
Tomatoes (Later Crop)

Ditch

Round Tomatoes

Melon &
Corn Tent

Section 2
Round Tomatoes

Assisted Pickup
Area

9 rows Roma Tomatoes

Barn

9 rows Snap Beans
3 rows flat pole beans
6 rows speckled butterbeans
3 rows green butterbeans
6 rows Fordhook lima beans
6 rows Okra
3 rows flat pole beans
18 rows snap beans (later)
6 rows MS crowders
6 rows green butterbeans
6 rows pinkeye purplehull
6 rows speckled butterbeans
6 rows silver skin crowders
9 rows pinkeye purplehull peas
6 rows crowders
6 rows green butterbeans
6 rows butterbeans
6 rows crowders
26 rows pinkyey ppurplehull
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On Back
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Carport

Drive Thru Checkout- UPIK ITEMS ONLY

House

Section 5

Exit- Be prepared to stop
To section 5 & 6
Dickerson Sawmill Road

257 Charlie’s Lane
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Charlie’s U-Pik-Lucedale

Safety Procedures

601-530-0548

Tips







Do not visit our field or tent shopping area if you are sick or have any reason to believe
you could have COVID-19.
2. Maintain a safe distance from other customers while picking in the field.
3. Maintain a safe distance from staff and other customers when shopping under the
tent.
4. Observe the appropriate spacing when waiting in the check-out lines under the tent.
There will be marked areas to stand while waiting to check out.
5. You may consider wearing a mask when shopping under the tent.
6. Use the provided sanitizer as you enter and exit the tent area.
7. Utilize the provided drive thru checkout lane if you ONLY want to purchase produce
that you have picked in the field. This would be cash, credit or debit card only. This
will allow you to pay without leaving your car.
8. If you would like to purchase already picked produce from under the tent please
consider visiting our farm on the off peak days and times. This will allow you to shop
with fewer people under the tent. Our busiest days each week are Friday and Saturday
and our busiest hours are usually around 7 until 12:00.
9. We will be offering an assisted shopping service if you are only purchasing already
picked items. This will allow you to remain in your vehicle. You will need to park in the
designated area of our parking lot and a staff member will assist you. Please note we
will be better able to serve you from your car if you do not visit during busy times and
days.
10. Please limit your party to 1 to 2 people under the tent. Please have all other members
of your party wait in the vehicle while checking out.

Stay Hydrated (We sell water at Snack Shack)
Wash your hands before and after picking produce.
Use bathroom facilities provided for you.
Wash your picking buckets with warm, soapy water.
Do not litter in field.
Do not bring pets in field.

9 rows Potatoes
16 rows Onions
5 rows Yellow Squash
1 rows Sunflowers
9 rows Pinkeye Purple hull
9 rows Butterbeans
6 rows Pinkeye Purplehull
3 rows Silver Skin Peas
6 rows MS crowders
6 rows Green Okra
1 row Red Okra
3 rows Slicing Cucumbers
3 rows Pickling Cucumbers
3 rows Slicing Cucumbers
3 rows Pickling Cucumbers
3 rows Slicing Cucumbers
3 rows Pickling Cucumbers
5 rows Running Snaps
5 rows Purple Eggplant
1 row White Eggplant / Purple Eggplant
1 rows White Eggplant
1 row Yellow Squash (later)
1 row Yellow Squash / Bell Pepper
10 rows Bell Pepper
1 row Bell Pepper
1 row Poblano (mild/hot) / Bell Pepper
1 row Poblano (mild/hot) / JalapenoPayment
(Hot)
3 rows Jalapeno (Hot)
& Info
1 Jalapeno (Hot) / Long Hot
1 row Cubanelle (sweet) / Long Hot Tent
1 row Cubanelle (sweet) / Anaheim (mild)
1 row Hot Banana / Anaheim (Mild)
1 row Hot Banana / Pimento (Mild)

House

1.

Dickerson Sawmill Road
257 Charlie’s Lane
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TENT

/ Sweet Banana
1 row Gypsy Peppers (sweet) / Sweet
Banana

Section 6

